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The 350 movement represents a global call to action to reduce our atmospheric carbon
level to 350 parts per million, the ratio determined healthy or sustainably manageable by
environmental author Bill McKibben.
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Carter Rubin of the US Fair Fish campagin lobbying with SSC Chloe Rockas,James Ray, Alana Kazam,Julie Moulton,Justin
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president Alana Kazam and club officerJustin Roberts Roberts, Lizzie Lombardi,Joel Chang, Garner Andrews, and
professor Daniel Sherman enjoy the snowfall at Pete Lake, as part
of an environmentally-focused educational backpacking tripIntroduction
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Students for a Sustainable Campus is a
growing community of students within
the University of Puget Sound who are
dedicated to living the green life, at
school and in the outside world. Projects
we have launched or been involved in
this year include
- collaboration with the environmental studies department to
lead an environmentally educational hackpacking trip
- collaboration with tl»e sustainability advisory committee to
implement project grants for energy-efficient hand dryers on
campus and an edible campus garden
- an on-campus, student-run farmers’ market
participation in the global 350 campaign
1 - participation in the nation-wide tail fish campaign
- pierce county harvest fest
- the tacoma formers’ market!
SSC is committed to enjoying environmentally friendly fun
within our own community, as well as promoting it throughout
the greater university campus.
SSC students Bryce
Bunn and Annie Bigalke
at Powershift, a dimate
change conference hosted
November 2009 by the
University of Oregon
to collect and educate
students interested in
taking initiative on climate
issues
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Alana Kazam,James Ray, Emerson Sample, and Lilli
Dellheim at Pierce County Harvest Fest
SSC students Riley Gabriel, Megan Ostermick, Lizzie
Lombardi and Daniel Clarke hiking on Mount Rainier
Introduction4 3
ASUPS ASUPS is an organization composed of our very own students, deadsetevery year on making our campus a better place. The members meet todecide how our money is spent, organize clubs, plan and prepare events,
and breathe life into our community. Working both behind the scenes
and with us personally, ASUPS is the backbone to UPS.
4
student government
James Luu - ASUPS President
Holden Sapp - ASUPS Vice President
Chloe Horner - ASUPS Director of Business Services
Claire Buetow - ASUPS Director of Public Relations
Josh Pelz - ASUPS Director of Technology Services
Joe Granville - ASUPS Assistant Director of Technology Services
Alex Lewis - Off-Campus Senator, Pro Tempore
Christopher Sande - University Residence House Senator
Bella Vaynberg - Senator at Large
Kyle Purdy - Senator at Large
Rob Griswold - Greek Chapter Housing Senator
Zach Kotel - Senator at Large
Summer Nazer - Senior Senator, Senate Chair
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Kira Gerrits - University Residence House Senator
Leah Green - Residence Hall Senator
Savannah LaFerriere - Senator at Large
Emma Ayers - Junior Senator
Erin Jamroz - Freshman Senator
Jorden Greiner - Sophmore Senator
Sonia Urs - Senator at Large
*ASUPS First Semester
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(Clockwise, from bottom left)
Holden Sapp, Vice President
James Luu, President
Chloe Horner, Director of Business Services
Josh Pelz, Director of Technology Services
Claire Buetow, Director of Public Relations
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Pictures of the previous ASUPS
leaders line the walls of the
office.
ASUPS First Semester 5
Kodak Moments
capture the moment Picture perfect
Over the course of the year, Photoservices takes many photos to
document sporting events, academics, exxtracurricular activities, people
and places. This page is dedicated to recognize the hard work of these
artists who’s photos do not necessarily fit elsewhere in the book. The
photos speak for themselves. Enjoy!
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Joanna Dudley
Greg Nissen
Allen Ward
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Westley Dang
Hattie Lindsley
Kevin Curlett
Kodak Moments mm 7
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ucncseuencs MRP }There is alwayssomething going onat Puget Sound. Guestspeakers, dinner events,
plays, theme parties,
club-sponsored events,
dance performaces,
concerts both classical
P
i
and contemporary, volunteering, field trips...
You name it, we’ve done it. What makes these
events special isn’t just what we do, but how we
do it. The spirit of UPS runs through the veins
of everything we do and makes those good times
great There is always an opportunity to seize the
day and make it yours.
i«
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Even when the blue
scholars grace our stage,
we keep it cool. Not sure
where to go? Try logjam -
just one of the many events
at ups. it exposes students
to the many clubs and
organizations available at
the school.
v
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Freshman
Orientation
AWeek of New Beginnings
Warm, sunny days and cool evening
breezes welcomed the new freshman
class of 2013 as they slowly poured
onto campus. From Convocation to
Matriculation, overnight camping to
academic preparation, the freshmen
were quickly initiated into the unique,
stimulating environment of Puget
Sound. Orientation week was divided
into three distinct parts: Prelude,
prepared them for academics at UPS,
Passages, in which students bonded
through outdoor camping activities,
and Perspectives, where freshmen
exploredTacoma first-hand through
community service projects. These
three stages comprised a one-of-a-kind
Orientation experience that prepared
the new freshmen class for a successful
year!
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A group « » i freshmen build team spirit during
(Jic first of man) picnics on campus
Perspectives student leaders gather their
freshmen groups in preparation for this
connnunitv-centered part of Orientation,
which students go into the * *ir \
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Keith Gallagher, Stuart Wolfe. Marco
Brundelre. and Matt Mai tin pose for
the camera as they ride Superman in
Six Flags theme park. Theme parks
were a popular place to let loose and
have Inn.
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I Freshmen get to know each other
as well as meet some upperclassmen
r dm ng < * i T ' tit'ii .
Freshmen learn the inside scoop
about life, at Puget Sound with the
2009 Campus Life Skit.
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T T ClubsLogjam
2009
Logjam happens at the start of even school
year and introduces Freshmen and transfer
students to the many club’s and organizations
here at Puget Sound as well as providing them
with free food and quality entertainment. This
year’s Log Jam “ Lumbershoot” wasnoexepetion
with over 30 clubs at tables, live performances
from What She Said and Ubiquitous They,
Fire-dancers, and of course, the fireworks. What
better wav to start off the vear?
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CO/IF pvy Ubiquitous They, the improv groupat Puget Sound strike a stunning posefor the camera
A few students check out Critical Mass, the
bike club at Puget Sound
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Homecoming 2009
This years Homecoming took place
in the middle of October, and celebrated
UPS students past and present. A
week full of school-spirit building
competitions culminated in an alumni
and family weekend extravaganza!
Events during the week included
Songfest, a student singing competition
in the style of American Idol, the Fall
Choral concert, a Golden Logger
Luncheon, and Logger Daze, a series of
UPS themed events. The Homecoming
and Family weekend welcomed loggers
with a speeches, celebrations, and, of
course, UPS sporting events. No doubt
this was a week of reminiscing and
creating good memories as a logger
community.
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Freshmen build school spirit in their
dorms with Logger Daze.
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James Luu and other students participate in
Songfest, building school spirit and excitement
for Homecoming 2009!
*Homecoming
From left to right, Emily Veling, Kawika
Huston, and Allison Schoening perform an
exciting number for Songfest.
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The women s volleyball
JHIK team played against
iCftl Linfield during the
' Homecoming and Family
Weekend.
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UPS vs. Menlo Oaks at the
2009 Homecoming game.VndrewSSprHi!r
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Troy Dunham
UPS fans cheer on the football team
at our homecoming game!
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f lfr' M h»n/ James Luu and our logger mascot
share an intimate moment during
the Homecoming game.hoi
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This student gives a |
convincing performance as
a teddy-bear loving clown
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Some unasuming visitors gather for
some group strength before they
enter a night of terror and surprise.
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Haunted House
Every Halloween, the Langlow honors’
house gets in the spirit with an elaborate haunted
house. This year's circus theme lived up to their
terrifying standards. All the procedes go towards
Puget Sound AIDS foundation.
18 Haunted House
f Ma^erShowO Every year, the chemistry magic show puton bv the chemistv club dazzles both kids and
non-chemistv
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wk « Professor Tim Hoyt takes on his other
role here at Puget Sound as the school
Wizard.
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Kids from all around Tacoma take
?SS3 part in the magic
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Philanthropies
Philanthropy and community service are
what the the Greek houses here on campus
strive for. From the Waffle-Off put on by Phi
Delta Theta to Pi Phi’s Arrow Spike all-school
volleyball tournament, this year was full of
events as well as collaborated service with
other houses. Beta worked with Theta on park
restoration, and heavily on the Science and
Management of Addictions 5-10k race. Sigma
Chi helped set up and direct the Puget Sound
Aids Walk in the fall. Theta hosted ThetaThon,
G-phi did their anual Turkey Bowl for food
salvage, and Alpha Phi-fa was another big
success.
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Arrowspike, Pi Beta Phi’s annual volleyball tournament raises money
to give kids in under privileged families their first books and an
opportunity to read.
Were all in this
together!
Alex Gardner practices his gardening skills
20 *Philanthropies
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Sigma Chi
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to help set
up and •i
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Some G-phis gather in friendship and photo opportunity during Turkey Bowl
Theta and Beta team up to rid the wetlands of evil plantsm- vmBM
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Alpha Phi
huddles up at
Alpha Phi-fa, a
philanthropy
soccer
tournament
Philanthropies Jp 21d
Midnight
Breakfast
After a long hard semester, Loggers
like to take a break and celebrate the end
of classes by attending the annual Midnight
Breakfast. This is an ASUPS sponsered event.
This year’s theme was superheros! As usual,
Midnight Breakfast was full of excitement with
a live band, karaoke, dancing and of course free
breakfast food! What could be a better way to
get away from studying before hitting a rough
week of finals?
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Students participate in karaoke during Midnight Breakfast!
22 Midnight Breakfast
Marshall Hall is open during Midnight
Breakfast as a dance floor for all students to
have a good time and practice their moves
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ASUPS presidentJames Luu poses in
his superman costume
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Where there is free food, there will be college
students! ASUPS provides free food during
Midnight Breakfast
Midnight Breakfast Jp 236
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RDG
2009
The University of Puget Sound’s
biggest club, the Repertory Dance
Group, took the stage fall 2009 with one
of their most exciting, popular shows
ever! Numbers ranged in genre from
the evocative lyrical and hip hop to
show-stopping tap and musical theatre
dances. With almost 200 members,
the completely student-run club gives
students an opportunity to express
themselves through movement in a
welcoming, fun environment where they
can explore their inner dancer.
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Two dancers stretch their limbs in unison,
creating a beautiful effect for their dance.
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Dancers leap in their powerful, touching
rendition of “ Let it Be” from Across the
Universe, choreographed by Dana Raike.
Students Allison Schoening and Amanda Leyde
choreographed a creative tap routine to Stevie
Wonder’s “ Superstition,” “ Sire Duke,” and “ I
Wish.”
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One of the most energetic, fun dances
was the ffigh School Musical mash up
choreographed by Tim Van Loan and
Emily Veling.V
*.<4. M * -Jli . h1# The musical theatre inspired dance to“ Zero to Hero” ( Hercules) closed thenight with a bang!.V - tt i j • v u
Anna Courtney s memorable Michael
Jackson dance got the audience on its
feet for this unforgettable artist.
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The Residence Hall Association
brings together elected student leaders
from every dorm on campus to ensure
a fun, stimulating living experience
for Puget Sound studets. RHA Events
include Logger Daze, to build spirit for
Homecoming and Family Weekend,
sex education and alcohol awareness
programs, Casino Night, an annual
community-wide fundraiser for Kids
Can Do, and the production of dorm
T-shirts. No doubt this years RHA
created a memorable, exciting year for
all dorm residents!
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Sierra Phillips
Seward, Regerster, and Langlow residents enjoy
Logger Daze, one of the spirit-building events
that RHA organizes.
One RHA leader builds dorm spirit by dressing
up for his event!
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A few RHA members coordinate a fun snack
area for their dorm.
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A few RSA members enjoy the
beautiful decorations that RHA has
created for their event!
The Resident Student Association
Executive Board leads RHA meetings
and supports RHA’s programming.
Sierra Phillips
One of Seward’s Logger Daze pirate-themed
costume winners poses for a period photo.
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Vagina Monologues
Mj-day 2010
The Vagina Monologues is a collection of monologues
performed by women of the UPS community, each
detailing a different apect of being a woman. It was
originally written and performed by Eve Ensler in 1996,
but has spread around the world for it message about the
support of women. The performace is put on in support
of V-Day every year and is sponsered by VAVA, the
Vagina Anti-Violence Alliance. The purpose of this is to
bring attention to and end violence towards women, by
providing outreach and awareness.
The cast of the Vagina Monologue!
poses for a group photo after a
practice.
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Outdoors
The Puget Sound Outdoors club,
a long-time UPS tradition, has done it
again. The club continued to live up
to it’s famous reputation of providing
a host of fantastic adventures into the
great outdoors for the students of Puget
Sound. The 2009-2010 school year
brought forth a multitude of outdoorsy
adventures, providing a little bit of
everything for those with a love for
nature. Trips this year trips ranged
from day hikes up mountains and
through valleys, overnight backpacking
excursions and rock climbing, as well as
kayaking, and snow shoeing. One thing
that’s certain is that there are few regions
of the Pacific Northwest that our fearless
PSO Leaders have left un-tackled.
Whether you are an extremely
experienced outdoorsman (or woman)
or just a novice, the Puget Sound
Outdoors program welcomes students
of all experience levels. If you are
lookingfor a way to meet some amazing
people and see the beaudful scenery of
Washington, then PSO is a great way
to accomplish just that. Photographs
courtesy of PSO.
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An avid rock climber, Joe Goldes, tackles one
of the sheer cliffs during a PSO trip to Smith
Rocks.
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Ben Hemminger brings his kayak up form
the water during one of PSO’s many kayaking
adventures.
Tcddi Hamel captures a breathtaking sunrise as
early rising PSO surfers prepare to catch some
waves.
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Puget Sound Outdoors
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Monica Hansen, Alex Warner, Luke
Schwartzel, Joe Goldes, Kelly Wyman,
Lisa Bigler, Fallon Boyle, Lindsey Fell,
Katie O’Brien, Tim Clute, and Kate
Puckett capture a beautiful rainbow
after a long day of rock climbing.
Dedicated PSO enthusiasts pause to
capture the breathtaking view during
a day hike in the Cascades.a * -r, sia *•
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Students who participated in the kayaking trip over
fall break were able to experience the beauty of
autumn in Washington.
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Natural Disasters
Current Events
No amount of preparation can prepare
for the sheer tragedy and aftermath of
some of the most devastating natural
disasters. This year there seemed to be
an unusually large frequency of disasters.
On September 29th 6:48am local time an
earthquake measuring 8.3 on the Richter
scale struck midway between Samoa
and American Samoa. It was the largest
earthquake of the year. A tsunami was
generated from the quake which resulted
in waves measuring 46 feet at their highest
on the Samoan coast. At least 119 people
were killed. January 2010 started with a
devastating earthquake in Haiti registering
at a 7.0 on the Richter scale. At the time of
this writing the death toll was estimated
between 217,000 and 230,000 people. An
earthquake of this magnitude is devastating
anywhere, but was particularly detrimental
to the impoverished capital of Haiti ,
Port-au-Prince, due in part to the poorly
constructed buildings. A litde more than
a month later, Chile was struck with a
gigantic earthquake measuring 8.8 with its
epicenter near the capital. In response to
the massive earthquake, tsunami warnings
were initiated pacific-wide, thankfully
waves did not amount to anything. On
March 4th a 6.4 magnitude earthquake
jolted Taiwan.
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Devistation resulting from the massive
earthquake that shook Chille on
nMEPhSP February 27th
A photograph from Samoa showing
the flooding after an earthquake
triggered a tsunami
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Devastation from the 7.0
magnitude in Haiti
A woman walks through what
remains of the city completely
devastated in a January earthquake
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Damage resulting from a 6.4 mag¬
nitude quake that struck Taiwan in
early March 2010.
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Survivors of the earthquake in Haiti are seen here
waiting in line for water. Although the quake has
long past, the aftermath will continue to devastate
the area in the months to come.
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With the Winter Olympics taking
place in Vancouver, there was a lot of
excitment for many students. Some
students made the three hour journey
across the border to take place in the
Olympic festivities.
These Olympic games also allowed
students to bond around the televisions
in their residence halls, houses, and in
the Cellar.
This year’s Olympic games inherited
the nickname the “ Glitch Games” for the
multiple difficulties, such as weather,
zambonie malfunction, and problems
of spectators slipping between hay bales
under the melting snow.
At the end of the 17 day long
Olympic games, the top three medal
winning countries were, the United
States of America with 37 total medals,
Germany with 30 medals, and Canada
with 26 medals.
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David E. Klutho / Sports Illustrated
The Canadian women’s hockey team celebrates
their 2-0 gold medal win over the U.S.A.
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Student Olympic enthusiasts watch Olympic
coverage in the Cellar.
Erin Pac and Elana Meyers at the end of their
women’s bobsled run that was good enough to
win them a bronze medal. MancieBattagalia /Sports Illustrated
Current Events
Left: Canadian hockey legend Wayne
Gretsky lighting the Olympic flame
during the opening ceremonies.
Russia’s Evegni Plushenko, was very
disappointed when he lost in men’s
figure skating to American Evan
Lysacek. He called his silver medal
a platinum medal, and the medal
was removed.
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Above: Memorial for Nodar
Kumaritashvih, the luge athlete from
Georgia, who was killed during a trial
run before the Opening Ceremonies.
Women’s biathletes embark on their
12.5 kilometer race. Germany’s
Magdalena Neuner took home the
gold.
.
American snowboarder,Shaun White performs
during his gold medal run of the men’s hallpipe
snowboard final.
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Academics
academies
Students at UPS are devoted to the pursuit of higher
studies. While we surely enjoy
i he college lifestyle, our primary
reason for coming to UPS was to
expand our minds through further
education. And with all the fields
here, from Music to Geolog) and
from Math to Theater, there’s ®
something for everyone. Students
are just one part of education
though: what would it be without
our professors? The faculty is just as excited to be teaching
us here as we are to learn.And just assurely as the sun will
rise tomorrow, you can expect students to be up late in
the library studying hard for that next big, dreaded test.
Such is the life of a Logger.
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Art
he University of Puget Sound is home
to the Kittredge Gallery. This gallery
serves as an additional resource for the students
in the campus art department, through the
rotating shows, and the guest lecturers. There
are two exhibitionary spaces, the Large and the
Small Gallery. The two galleries have art shows
that rotate every six toeight weeks from August
through May. Kittredge Gallery is open to the
University of Puget Sound students, faculty and
staff, and also thesurrounding Tacoma commu¬
nity. Throughout the year, the gallery shows
student artwork and also the work of artists who
are not a part of the campus community.
All exhibit on display in the Kittredge
Gallery October 12, 2009
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Music Groups
orchestra
Band
University Symphony, Orchestra and Band have a big
presence here on campus. This year they held several highly
attended concerts and performances.
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Orchestra §m 41
c I he music department here at PugetSound J S a big part of school life, but it doesn’tjust stop within the balls of the music building.
This veai \SL PS brought us the Blue Scholars
and Girl Talk , the Black Student Union put on
Jerkin ! a dance competition among local high
schoolers, and RSA put on the unfdrgelable
Songl'est. Who could forget such a nigln full
ol raw singing talent.
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The Blue Scholars, a local seattle-based political rap group came to Puget Sound this fall through the work of ASUPS.
42 A Concerts
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Emily, Kawika and Allison wow us with a heartening serenade
song Peso CarleJust a sample of the classic musical talent we have here at Puget Sound
Their gift is their song...
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The Black Student Union put on a never before seen dance competition, Jerkin! a new form of dance based off break-dancing. Local high schoolerscompeted against each other and showed off their moves.
Concerts 43
A Night
at the Opera
Puget Sound’s School of Music puts on
an opera production every fall, highlighting
the vocal talent of UPS students. This year’s
workshop was directed by affiliate faculty
artists Michael Delos and Christina Kowalski,
with musical preparation by Karen Kuenzi.
Schneebeck was filled with excitement as the
concert began, and students filled the hall with
memorable scenes such as the duet “ Schelm!
Halt Fest!” from Carl Weber’s Der Freischutz,
the duet from Cosi fan tutte, and the comical
duet from The Bartered Bride by Bedrich
Smetana. Comprising of a select cast of 14,
performers represented all grade levels and
both music and non-music majors. No doubt this
year’s Opera Scenes production was a success,
and demonstrated the beautiful sophistication
of the music program at Puget Sound.
Audra de Laveaga plays the
role of Octavian in a duet from
Act II of Eire Rosenkavalier by
Richard Strauss.As a naive young
servantboy, Octavian presents a
beautiful rose to the woman his
master loves, unexpectedly falling
madly in love with her himslef.
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Libby Quam, Noelle Thompson, Rhiannon Guevin, and
Audra de Laveaga act act as party guests in the final number,
Brindisi, from La Traviata.
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Katrina Nilsson-Gorman and Bethany Cline sing together
as party guests in the scene.
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Dustin Damonte plays the rolse of Aldredo
in the final scene of the night, Verdi’s La
Tiaviatta.
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Sharon Styer
Rhiannon Guevin shows the audience the
silver rose Octavian has presented to her in a
scene from Strauss’ Der Rosenkavalier
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uniors Amy Jones and Marissa Ryders smile as they get
into the roles onstage.
Libby Quam shows some sass as Violetta in a scene from
Verdi’s La Traviata.
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Throughout the academic year, Puget
Sound’s Theatre Department produces
numerous staged shows, giving students the
opportunity to take part in every aspect of the
theatre. From Directing Class One-Acts, to the
fall mainstage show “ The Skin of Our Teeth,”
to the Town Crier production, students have
plenty of chances to participate in theatre at
UPS.
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Students rehearse for the upcoming Town Crier
performance.
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Two actresses in The Skin of Our Teeth pose for a picture
together.
Another scene frorr
Directing Class One-
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Singm’ in the
UPS Choirs and
A Capella Groups
One of the most prestigious fields at Puget Sound, the School of
Music provides singers with an array of vocal opportunities. A total of
four choirs give both music and non-music majors the chance to sing in
a group setting, whether in the non-auditioned Chorale, all-women’s
Dorian Singers, both directed by Dr. Lyman, or in the Adelphian
Concert choir or the more selective Voci d’Amici, both directed by
Dr. Zopfi. Outside of the academic scope, there are three student a
capella groups on campus. These include the all-male Garden Level,
all-female What She Said, and UndergroundJazz, a mixed jazz-focused
a capella group. These groups perform throughout the year and bring
the fun-loving, beautiful culture of vocal performance to the Puget
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Sound campus.
Adelphian Concert choir
uplifts a packed audience
during their annual Holiday
Concert at Kiiwinlh Chapel,
which included multicultural
winter songs and traditional
Christmas favorites.
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Ungerground Jazz sings a heartfelt number for their Fall
Concert titled “ All About Love.”
ie Cornell
Garden Level performs a few crowd favorites at the
Misdetoast holiday festival at Wheelock.
i
*What She Said gathiby the piano during oof their productive, 1fun rehearsals!
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eridan Andrew Shnj " AndrewSheridanThe Adelphians incorporatedafewinternational instruments A few of the Dorian Singers rehearse for their Winterto their holiday concert, highlighting their theme of the Concert, “ Snow on Snow,” a joint concert with Chorale,diversity of holiday traditions worldwide.
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On November 19. Professor Suzanne
1 lolland delivered the 37th Regester Lecture,
entitled “ Technologies of Desire: Give
Me Children or I Shall Die" in Kilworth
Memorial Chapel.
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Design Expert Brad McCannell addressed accessibility in design and social
justice in his lecture called “ An Accessible Dream?” on October 15.
fL
Throughout the year, a number of different
speakers come to campus to present their stories and
ideas, and to inspire students.
Left: Professor of English Language and Literature at Trinity College
visited on October 28 to discuss his research into the assassination
of a bishop in Guatemala in his book The Art of Political Murder: Who
hilled the Bishop?
Below: First Lieutenant Daniel Choi, a veteran of the Iraq War,
addresses a full house audience in Marshall Hall on November 10
about his experience coming out in the military and as a staunch
challenger of the “ Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy forbidding service
members from serving openly.
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52 ^ People
BL 1 'ig 33ncODLCp
51-M* What would UPS be without
the awesome people who
inhabit it? Every one of us is
an important part of the UPS
community. Staff, students, tKfr jggv. “'ll tjjft ,
alike picture that
own. These are the people
you see every day. These are the people who make you
who you are, and help you become who you want to be.
These are the people of UPS, and they are your family.
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Hack Hack Chop Chop!
Loggers always support their friends.
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The Music House is committed to the appreciation andpromotion of Music in all forms!
Michael Volz, Evan Eckles, Stephen Young,Jeremy Tempkin
TheJapanese House is one of the many language houses we havewhich has members who are interested in theJapanese languageand culture.
anti Culture
6 interested in Chinese La:nguage
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The coffeehouse is a place where yummy cafe drinks and
thoughts brew in tandem, steeped in curiosity about the arts-
literature, poetry, and exploring the international phenomenon
that is ‘the coffeehouse.’
HallieBateman , Sara Wilbur, Alyssa Thelen, Claire Ladner
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The Spanish House has students interested in French language
and culture
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We love to cook, we love to eat, and we want to help the
environment.
Laura Wisdom, Mei-Lani Bixby, Natalie Schwartz, and Kelsie
Hermens
Not pictured: Abigail Phillips
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The Track and Cross Country House promotes a healthy lifestyle
through running and other running related activities.
Cameron Butler, Casey Wall, Robert Snowden, Patrick Graham,
Jesse Baldridge, Francis Reynolds
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The dedicated members of the french house include Helen
Shears, Elizabeth Hughes, Amber Catford-Robinson and Justine
McDaniel
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The Muses is a house of women who inspire music.
Jasmine Herrick, Angelina Nockai, Kate Abel, Katie Breen,
Melissa Lettis, Nat Bowens
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The Dugout is the house where athletes and sports enthusiasts
can come together and enjoy an appreciation for a variety of
sporting events.
Jessica Erickson,Jessie Keller-Holbrook, Stephen Reller
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Outhaus is a group of outdoor enthusiasts who attempt promote
a love of nature and all the adventure the great outdoors has to
offer.
Andrew Sheridan, Peter Bittner, Alyssa Renosto. Alyx Tilly, Ryne
Olson
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The FLAC house has first year students interested in living with
other students who have either studied foreign languages in
school or in study abroad programs who are interested in this
field of study.
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Sororities
From philanthropies to Greek- participated in a 5K marathon to
run events, it was a busy year for the support their philanthropy, CASA,
women on Union Avenue. During this while Pi Beta Phi raised money for their
fall’s Greek Week, Pi Beta Phi edged outphilanthropy through their annual
the other competitors and came out in Arrospike volleyball tournament,
first place. However it was Gamma Phi Alpha Phi’s events included a soccer
Beta who brought out their competitive tournament as well as their traditional
side during Sigma Chi’s Derby Days Red Dress Gala. Additioally, Gamma
events, surpassing the three other Phi Beta hosted the second annual
houses and claiming the titile of Derby Turkey Bowl, a flag football event to
Days Champion for the second year in a raise money and canned food to help
row. homeless families in Tacoma during
This year, Kappa Alpha Theta Thanksgiving.
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The ladies of Pi Beta Phi showofF their goofy
side during a greek week event.
i *i
This year Kappa Alpha Theta was recognized
as the sorotitiy of the year by Puget Sound,
and these Theta’s in particular were
recognized during the Campus Leadership
Awards.
The women of Theta pause for a brief
moment, as they prepare to start their 5K run.
r
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66 Sororities
The women of Gamma
Phi Beta show off their
letters after winning the
final Derby Days event.
Pi Beta Phi displays their
letters during a Greek
Week event.
Gamma Phi’s braved
the cloudy, cold, and
rainy weather during the
Greek Olympics.
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iSk 7 With their hot pink letters and bright bluehoodies, the Alpha Phi’s showed their Greekspirit during Greek Week.'A
For one sisterhood even, the women of Alpha
Phi spent an evening rollerskating.
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Fraternities’
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Above: beta gets excited for their new members
The three fraternities here on campus had a busy
year. With Sigma Nu gone, Phi Delta Theta had
a good year and sponsored Waffle-Off, raising
money for Lougehrig’s disease. Sigma Chi helped
set up the Puget Sound Aids Walk, and Beta
particpated in the SAMA foundation marathon,
as well as sucessfully meeting the sanctions to
keep their house. They look forward to another
exciting year.
rusneuents
Beta poses for a family portrait
H
go-harts ; n,
Daniel Parecki
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Daniel Parecki
Sigma Chi waits eagerly for their new brothers to join them
»ver!
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Above: Sorority girls cheer fervently for the fraternities new members
at crossover, an over-the-top event where pledges choose their house of
preference.
Below: No comment
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CLUDSaorgs
Remember the overwhelming
display of clubs and groups-at
Logjam? Here is a chance lo look
at what they have been doing all
year! These student groups work
on addressing many issues and
interestes. Clubs don't limit themselves to activities on
campus, you will find Puget Sound students reaching
out into the community as well as becoming involved in
international issues. Clubs form close groups of friends
with similar interests and bring new experiences to
students.
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Clubs & Organizations JB 754
ASUPS As we ride into a new school year, the former members of ourstudent government take their new paths as well. With that, werecieve a whole group of promising new members ready to showtheir dedication and determination.
student government
Dan Miller - ASUPS President
Alex Lewis - ASUPS Vice President
Chloe Horner - ASUPS Director of Business Services
Katie Rader - ASUPS Director of Public Relations
Josh Pelz - ASUPS Director of Technology Services
Joe Granville - ASUPS Assistant Director of Technology Services
Savannah LaFerriere - Senator at Large
Zach Kotel - Senator at Large
Summer Nazer - Senior Senator, Senate Chair
Kira Gerrits - University Residence House Senator
Brian Tangren - Residence Hall Senator
Erin Jamroz - Sophomore Senator
Jorden Greiner - Greek Senator
Adam Guzek - Senator at Large
Karlen Rothenbueler - Junior Senator
Brendan Witt - Senator at Large
Jordan Lane - Senior Senator
-
Hhris Putnam
z
76 ASUPS Spring Semester
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KUPS
music
the radio station
vour soundtrack
Our radio station at Puget Sound has snowballed over the years
into one of the greatest influences on campus. KUPS has won
several awards since it opened its doors in 1968. In addition to
reaching number 9 on the Princeton Review’s Top Ten Best
College Radio Stations in the Country. This year, KUPS won
the MTVU Woodie Award for best college radio station. With
the support of a core staff and many student volunteer DJs,
our radio is broadcast on the air 24/7. They broadcast all over
Tacoma as well as online, and sponsor events across campus and
in the community.
TheTrail
journalism
the newspaper
breaking news
The Trail is Puget Sound’s official newspaper. Under the Editor-
In-Chief this year, Merissa Moeller, the Trail covers all pertinent
news from campus events and local updates to national and globa
news. In addition to these important articles, the Trail is also
home to the classic “ Hey You” section: an anonymous shoutout
board to anyone and everyone in the know.
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Praxis Imago
lovies
the film club
on-screen magic
,orf uL enc
Praxis Imago is run this year by co-presidents Geoff Bokuniewicz
and Hallie Bateman. Our film club wants to get students thinking
and push the limits of filmmaking. Students are encouraged to
film, edit, and present their very own films through the club’s
special events and fetsivals. One such event this year, The
Outrageous Octupus, pits student-made films with a common
theme against one other for a chance to win an award.
Tamanawas
memories
the yearbook
it’s all coming backI
Tamanawas is what you hold in your hands; a year of work
and love is poured into every yearbook at Puget Sound. With
a fresh new style under the direction of Editor-In-Chief Maria
Montzka, the 2009-2010 issue is focusing on conservation
and nature. Tamanawas turns the spodight on the lives of the
students and staff who make UPS such a great place to be. The
arts, athletics, and academics are all given a chance to share
everything that has happened over the course of the year.
i i'
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Crosscurrents
the art and literary magazine
express voursel
Crosscurrents, our art and literary magazine, features a
grand collection of student paintings, drawings, poetry, short
stories, photographs, drawings, and music. The magazine
goes through a long and demanding submission and selection
process to gather and compose the material for each issue.
Crosscurrents is spearheaded this year by editor Greta
Lindquist.
Crosscurrents
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I
the photograpers
Photo Services is the organization run by Grace Dyer and
Andrew Sheridan that provides many of the great pictures you
See used in The Trail, Tamanawas, our website, and almost
anywhere photographs are needed. They are a vital part of
documenting campus events and sporting events.
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Rogers
Top Row: Robert Snowden, Tanya Rogers, Lan Luong
Middle row: Zach Small, Willie Parrett, Ashleigh Boyd, Rachel
Siegel
Bottom row: Ned Sherry, Ida Poberezofsky, Brittany Balbag,
Chantal Olsen
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Top Row: Elli McKinley, Micah Gregory-Lederer, Devin Black,
Kevin Fagan, Duncan Knudsen, Paul Woodward, Evan Eckles,
JelFTepper,
Middle Row: Tracy Anunsen, Marjie Lodwick, Ashleigh Boyd,
Bottom Row: Lisa Kant, Luch Kruesel, Christine Chan, Gita Datt
and Monica Hanson
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Top Row: Matt Adelson
Middle Row:JeS Tuttle, Josh Schmidtlein, Bert Weeks
Bottom Row: Miguel Rovira, Kyle Egerdal, Laura Yonamine
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Top Row: Lyanna Diaz, Jamie Hudson, Joe Colon,Jeni Oppen-
heimer, Kelsie Hermens, Kelley Gorsuch, Sarah DiTullio,
Bottom Row: Caitlin Odell, Krysde Vasquez, Nicole Logan, and
Katie Stock
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Top Row: Matt Clevenger and John Elam
Middle Row: David Eva, Colin Thompson, Katharine Weiss, ra-
chel willis, Annin Ramsing,Josephine Miller, Luisa Kennefick
Bottom Row: Ali Ross, Laura Yonamine, Liza Holtz, Ellen Ytter-
berg, Ashley Kardian
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Top Row: Gordon Bagley, Bryce Rogers, Doug Wiest, Josh
Bagby, Gavin Beaudry
Bottom Row: Kyle Purdy, Robert Perez, Cole Mcllvaine, Levi
Johnson, Colby Accacian, Sam Wolf
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UPS
CHRISTIAN t
VIS
Hattie Lindslev
Christian Fellowship
The University of Puget Sound’s Christian Fellowship.
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Hattie Lindsley
Fencing Club
Liana Bruggemann, Joe Granville, Lydia Kleine, Mark Mattson,
Charles Nguyen, Alyssa Raymond, Erin Salthouse, Nick
Scbwarzenberger, Nic Van Putten, Tamara Logsdon, Ryan Servi
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Hattie Lindsley
Puget Sound Outdoors
Puget Sound Outdoors, or PSO is a large group of students
dedicated to helping students get into the outdoors! PSO provid
transportation, group equipment, specialty equipment (like
snowshoes, cross-country skis, or wetsuits) and organization
for trips. PSO also provides trainings throughout the year for
students interested in becoming certified to lead trips.
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nternationai Club
lizabeth Mintz, Anela Akee, Alina Gratschner, Nathaniel Meskel,
Lristi Visser
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Hattie ImdsJey
Slack Student Union
,eith Blocker, Brittanay Hunter, Ayanna Drakos, Kyrsten
undh, Gamachu Said, Kim Bobby, Andy Lasnik, James
Isterez, Isaac Lewin, Sandra Rosa Bryant
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h\ Chi & Psychology Club
ront Row: Stephanie Baugh, Eleanor Croce, and Amanda Hue
pck Row: Alex Carracino, Lisa Fordouis Wood (Advisor)
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Business Leadership Program
Austin Boyce, Alexander Bozich, Andy Galbraith, Aryn Grause, Adam
Guzek, Alice Haefele, Amy Kast, Alan Lampe, Alex Lynn, Andrew
Anderson, Brandon Foster, Becca Bryant, Brian Tangren, Bella Vaynberg.
Brynn Weagraff, Christian Brink, Conner Elliott, Caitlin Farry, Conner
Gehring, Cara Gillespie, Cierra Hunziker, Carrie Keith, Cameron Ford,
Christina Olson, Caira Ortiz, Chris Pierce-Wright, Dusty Kauflin, Elizabeth
Card, Emily Cuthbertson, Emily Goldring, Emily Gray, Erika Greene, Eric
Lanigan, Elayna Zammarelli, Greg Saetrum, Grace Youn, Hannah Jones,
Henry Funk, Helen Gerety, Hannah Horsfall, Isabelle Dupont, Jordan
Bremond, John Elam, Jessie Gauger, Jacob Gellman, Jake Kendall, Joseph
Lomeo, Jon Prentice, Jake Rifkin, Jeff Tuttle, Jacob Wagner, Katy Appleb)
Katie Crane, Katie Hamachek, Kenzie Kitson, Kate Puckett, Karlen
Rothenbueler, Katelyn Stinde, Kelsie Telge, Laura Coe, Leah Winslow,
Lisa Griswold, Michael Aiyar, Marissa Price, Margo Archey, Micah Fillinge -
Michael Haas, Molly Hoover, Mark Maples, Michael Oates, Mikey Pannier
Marc Phillips, Matt Clevenger, Nolan Frame, Nicole Schwalge, Reid Carle)
Riley Conlin, Ross Fortney, Rachael Long, Rebecca Pollack, Savannah
Laferriere, Stefne Wang, Tiana Fernandez, Trevor Miller, Uyen Nguyen
Kayak Club
Logan, Gordon, Chris, Brian, Sarah, Kelsey, Lindsay, Dave, Kati
John, Leif, Luke, Chris, Curtis, Bart, Lilly, Karen, Catie, Dan,
Titus, Kate, Ray, Adrianne, Clay, Jordan, Micah, Brooke, Carissa
Becca, Maurice
Permaculture Club
John Roberts, Kelly Heusinkveld, Micaela Cooely, Audrey Butlei
Katie Scrivner. Lucy Kruesel, Christian Brink, Julie Moulton, an
Franny Gilman
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PhiEtaSigma
[The University of Puget Sound’s chapter of Phi Eta Sigma is a
dedicated group of students involved in volunteer and community
Service projects. The executive members include, Alex Titus,
iirittany Balbag, Dani Rosengrants, Elayna Zammarelli, Erin
jriffiths, Hope Shaffer, Helen Shears, Jessica Spevak, Laura Coe,
Melanie Reiff, JinHee Lee, Shelby Taylor and Tiana Fernandez
Physics Club
ichard Forte,Joe Granville. Alex Lemons, Kyle Wenholz, Nathan
'wang, Dana Maijala
rooke Peaden
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viortarboard Club
he University of Puget Sound’s Mortar Board Chapter is proud
be part of one of the nation’s largest and most higly esteemed
nior honor societies. The 2009-2010 Mortar Board club has
jrticipated in service projects both on and off campus including
'unger Awareness Week, fundraising, book drives, Puget Creek
fstoration, and other service projects.
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The Expoditionary
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Sara Adkins
Back row: Liz Bird, MacKenzie Fuentes, Kenzie Huth, Jane
King, Kelly Berquist
Front row: Sara Adkins, Jake Fuhrman, Jeanne Stevens
Not pictured: Emily Goldring
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lop Row: Michelle Barreto, Phoebe Smith, Laurel Alyn-Forest,
Caitlin Bovard, Margret Johnson, Jaime Fletcher, Meghan
Schoenfelder, Brooke Yokoyama.
Bottom Row: Savannah Hutton, Caira Ortiz, Toni Stinnett, Erin
Ward, Carolin Henry, Emily Chen and Kenzie Huth
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i Chris Putryun
Top Rowe Joan Ilacqua, Kendra Iringan
Bottom Row: Maggie Karl, Layla Logsdon, Louise Blake, Riley
Gabriel
8 8 Clubs & Organizations
Top Row: Margaret Johnson, Kara Widergren, Lyanna Diaz, Liz
Hirschl, Lindsey Parden, Alaina Osborn
Second Row:Tad Monroe, Sparky Sweedo, Alison Ross, Tiana
Fernandez, Rachel Hiscox, Rosemary Dinkins, Helen Shears,
Jakie Roth
Third Row: Whitney Bautista, Audra de Laveaga, Robert Thomas,
Jessica Harris, Tim Rogers, Kevin Nuss, Chet Baughman, Brynn
Weagraff
Bottom Row: Rachel Mestnik, Spencer Crace, Xandra Scott
f
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Top Row:Jeanne Stevens, Michael Enrique Vargas, Emily Bader,
Jason Rison, David Lev, Cohn Behl, Amy Jones, and Liam Parker.
Middle Row: Cassie Marshall, Jacob Fuhrman, Robert Niese,
Jillanna Nuske, Marta Palmquist, and Ruby Kelly.
Bottom Row: Donn Marshall
9
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Top Row:James Ribellia, Kelcy Higa, Vanessa Corwin, Chelsea
Tsuchhida, Matt Endo, Eric Tatsumo
Second Row: Ryan Taniguchi, Chris Shaw, Courtney Kandler,
Kawika Huston, Caralyn Takata, Jarvis Nohara, Elyse Rosen,
Stacie Kamitaki, Jessie Holbrook, Cody Black, Hiroki Tokutama,
Bert Weeks, Trent Miyashiro, Stefan Johansson, Christian
Zuckerman
Third Row: Elisabeth Yeung, Mart Elm, Leigh Sumida, JessicaOtaguro, Chris Marsh, Scott Segawa
Bottom Row: Misha Jones
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Elements Club
Dana Maijala, Robert Niese, Tanya Rogers
90 Clubs and Organizations
United Methodists
Juliana Bertin, Adriana Flores, Amanda Nicol, Nico
Romeijn-Stout, Kylie Sertic, Kate Simeon, Micah
Coleman Campbell
*
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Exercise Science Qub
Elizabeth MacAfee, Melissa Abellanida, Alyx Buffum,
Erica French, Marshall Hiller, Christine Isabella,
Micah Marter, Rachel Mendelsohn, Nathaniel Meskel,
Carolyn Moore,Jason Powell, Mary Redmon, Miguel
Rovira, Shai Sewell, Sean Swift, Jeff Tuttle, Maxwell
Vincent, Kevin Wright
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Loggers love tocheer on fellow students in allsporting events.
This year almost twenty percent of Puget Sound students were
varsity athletes. Whether they’re out on the field or in the
stands, Loggers always come out and support the teams.
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This year, the Loggers faced a conditioning last year and continued
disappointing season with 0-9 wins to to them arriving back to school early
losses. Along with this came the news to get back into the sport, and then
that their head coach Philip Willenbrock, daily practice throughout the semester,
who has been with the Loggers since Despite their poor record, they showed
2002, will not be returning for the next no intimidation to the competition and
season. They showed their dedication played through their games while fans
to the sport through their intense crowded the stadiums to support the
Football
practices, which started with spring team.
Troy Dunham
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Loggers line up against Williamette’s team in
a game on November 7th.
Chris Putnam
94 A Football
Sophomore Damarkus
Milner, a defensive back,
tackles an opponent.
The team stands watching the
game during a game against
Menlo.
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Running back Casey Larson dodges
the other team as he runs with the
ball in a game against Menlo.
Sophomore number 31 Matt Carter, a
running back, gets tangled up in the pile of
players.
Football mm 956
Men’sSoccerJv^n Division IIISports
^'he University of Puget Sound The team not only performs well on
Men’s Soifccer Team finished off the the field, but also in the classroom. This
2009 season with a record of 9-9-2 year four students have been honored
overall. Althought their record does for their excellent work in the classroom
not really reflect it, the Loggers had a being named the Academic-All-District,
good season.The team worked hard this The Loggers also showed a lot of support
season to improve, and we look forward for their teams this year, with a large
to watching them continue to progress, cheering section present at the games.
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Logger number 4 looks for
an open teammate in a game
against George Fox.
96 Men’s Soccer
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Junior Zach Semago,
forward, makes a move past
the opponent, the Whitworth
Pirates.
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cleat s trie ball iu a defensive
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The University of Puget Sound
2009 Women’s Soccer Team clinched
their eighth-straight Northwest
Conference title this year.. The fourth-
ranked Puget Sound Loggers wrapped
up the 2009 regular season with an
overall record of 18-2-0. The team had
a great season and was supported by a
son or success
lot of Logger fans!
The team is not only performs
well on the field , but also in the
classroom. This year three students
from the women’s team have been
honored for their excellent work in the
classroom being named the Academic-
All-District.
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Number 15 Mikaela Freeman
gains control of the ball in a 4-0
win against Pomona-Pitzer.
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Sophomore forward Jenny
Moore in a game against
George Fox.
Senior forward Janece
Levien in a 2-0 win against
3X'i
George Fox.=31
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hug after a goal a
Whitworth in a mai <
ended 2-0.
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Puget Sound number 20
Kelly Andersen is seen
• here in a 2-0 win against
George Fox.
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The girl s team stands
ready for the race at the
PLU invitational.
Sophomores Robert
Snowden and Casey Wall
in a meet.
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Sophomores Brooke Peaden, Erin
Larkin, Kristen Delwiche along with
freshman Carrie Keith and Junior Jesse
Baldridge pose on the track during
their XC formal in the winter.
. jfr
Senior Francis Reynolds fHgj
running at a NW J i;,.”'
Conference meet on I
Halloween where he took fjgHM
first place. Jc»< Baldridge
»
*1 0 0 Cross Country
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This year’s men’s and women’s Cross As a whole, the team practices six days
Country team stood out from the other a week, with two morning practices before
team with great runners and races. classes, and meets on weekends. Besides
Senior Francis Reynolds, who has been practices, the members of the teams could
the top scoring runner in many of the races often be found going on runs on their own,
this season, placed 3rd in the 2009 NCAA some even averaging 40 miles a week! This
West Region Championship and earned is no suprise, as the races for men were
his 3rd trip to the national championships, either 6K or 8K while the women’s were
Sophomore Hayley Walker finished 10th all 6K’s. Overall, it took strong dedication
at that same championship and headed to for these men and women to represent the
nationals as well, for her first time. Loggers and they did it well.
Top runners, senior
Francis Reynolds and
junior Hayley Walker pose
kdc Baldridge after a run, below.
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II I'.iMridi:.III II Junior Rose
Thompson and
seniors Laura
Thomas and Katrina
Bloemsma keep pace
with one another.
u II* M
mm rni Jesse Baldridge Bakiridjfc a run.
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Chuck Noble, freshman,
and sophomore Chris
Lauth start out together in
Cross Country mm 1016
Track & Field
Going the DistanceC j
Throughout the season, the Loggers continued to demonstrate
their best abilities to the competition and themselves. The team
begun their outdoor season in the beginning of March with a
home meet at our very own Baker Stadium, competing against
Lewis and Clark, Seattle Pacific, and Western Washington.
As long as everyone continues to bring their best to the
meets, the Loggers will have a good rest of the season to
look forward to!
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Hurdles are just one of the many
events that members of the team
compete in.
A javelin sends one of the team
members up into the air.
102 « Track & Field
Us
Freshman Michael Hass
practices his jump while
onlookers watch the action.
Loggers take it into
the water at the PLU
Invitational.
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Swimming
The Loggers once again proved their
dominance in the water. The women
began the season with a strong start and
left Pacific Lutheran lagging far behind
after their first meet, with a final score
of 142 for the Loggers, compared to a
meager 62 for PLU. From there both the
men’s and women’s teams took on the
Willamette Bearcats. The women once
again dominated in the water, but it was
the men who truly put the Bearcats to
shame, compiling a final score of 184 in
contrast to Willamette’s mere score of 49.
In mid November the men and women
traveled to McMinnville, Oregon where
they continued their winning streak. The
women out swam Linfield 138 to 67, and
the men 110 to 81.
Beginning the season with a strong
start and keeping the bar high throughout
the season, both the men and women
truly deserve recognition for all the hard
work and time they put in. During the
season, both teams upheld the swim teams
well known reputation of excellence, way
to go Loggers!
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Ann Barrington, Robina Mitchell,
Tracy Wormwood, Nick Bums,
Claire Rogers, Riley I.ochner,
Jessica Jaynes, Crystal Ignatowski,
Mariah Snowden,Jere Jeremic,
Rachel Borsini, Zach Walker, Ava
Williams, Max Cohen, Dustin
Fong, Brian Gordon, Molly
Richardson, Ryan Hunte.show
their Logger pride.
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Jacob Rifkin powers through
the the pool while swimming f
the backstroke. Si*
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104 *Swimming
Jackson Kowalski, captain of the swim
team, dives in at the beginning of his
200 meter Backstroke.
Kevin Curleti
Adam Ganz,Jessie Kuwada,
Ariel Scholten, Taylor Sands,
Rachel Borsini, Jeremiah Root,
Nick Burns,Jessica Jaynes, Molly
Richardson, Tracy Wormwood,
and Maggie Smith cheer on their
fellow swimmers during the swim
meet against the Linfield Wildcats.
Kevin Curlett
Kelsey Elizondo, a third year
veteran of the women’sswim team,
shows excellent form as she dives
into the pool.
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Freshmen swimmers
Ann Barrington, Molly
Richardson, Tracy
Wormwood, Robina
Mitchell, Jessica
Jaynes, Claire Rogers,
Ava Williams, Crystal
Ignatowski, Mariah
Snowden, Rachel Borsini
show their team spirit
during the annual Alumni
Swim Meet.
Swimming n 105
Crew
The rowing teams finished strong in the Fall portion of the season and
looked optimistic as they trained to capture a successful Spring session.
Below:The men’s Varsity 8+ row to the
starting line of the Head of the Silcox
Regatta held at American Lake.
Bottom: The stern three of the women’s
Varsity 8+ share a moment of laughter
before the race begins.
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Left: Before the Head of the Silcox, NAME checks the
oarlock is dosed securely and properly during the rigging
process.
Below: The women’s Varsity 8+ team drives hard with
each stroke to stay neck-and-neck with Willamette Uni¬
versity.
Bottom: Liz Milam, coxswain of the Hudson, motivates
Ryan Donahue, Nico Romeijn-Stout, Alexander Mann,
Luke Schwartzel, and James Weber during a Power 10
Chns Putnam drive to get ahead Lewis & Clark.
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Men’s
Basketball
This year’s Men’s Basketball
ended the season overall 9-16, with
a conference record of 5-11. Despite
this unusual record, the Loggers
are ready to get back on tow of the
Northwest Conference in 2010-2011.
The graduating seniors, Austin Boyce,
Colin Koach, Conner Gehring, and
Bryce Levin, wall be missed, but
sophomores Kaleb Shelton and Nadav
Heyman show tremendous potential
for upcoming seasons. Nadave was
third in the NWC in steals, Bryce Levin
was third in three-pointers made per
game, and Kaleb Shelton was third in
the conference in offensive rebounds.
The team is led by head coach
Justin Lunt and assistant coach Matt
Robles.
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Nadav Heyman pictured here
in a game against Lewis and
Clark
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ran'
Sophomore Kaleb Shelton
taking a shot in the 94-79 win
against UC Santa Cruz.
n Sophomore David Abergshown here in the whiteout game vs. GeorgeFox.I
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Varbro goes up lor a hard
shot during ihe UPS vs. UC
Sania Cruz game on Nov._ dth that ended in a 9-1-79
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Women’s
ah im-Kevin Curlett
This year’s women’s basketball Information Directors of America. She
team finished off the season with is the first Northwest conference player
the best record in the history of the to pick up this title since 2005-2006.
program of 24-5. They finished 13th Graduating seniors Natasha Ludwig,
in the country and 2nd in the West Claire Ely, and Caitlyn Faidley will all
reigion. Senior Claire Ely was named be missed, but the Loggers show great
Academic All-American by ESPN potential in the upcoming seasons.
The Magazine and College Sports
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Senior Claire Ely Looking for
a pass to a teamate above and
taking a shot to the right. / ^
o110 A Women’s Basketball L'
Claire Ely goes up for a shot
in a game against Lewis and
Clark that ended in a 67-53
win for the Loggers
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Women's Basketball i 11
The girls take a break from all the
action to celebrate their win against
Pacific.
Senior Leigh Sumida sets
the ball while sophomore
Juliette Witous is ready to
hit it.
Senior Lindsey Denman
kills the ball while seniors
Kalli Kamphaus and
Stephanie Harvey stand
ready to assist
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The team huddles to listen
in to head coach Mark
Massey, who has coached
13 seasons here at Puget
Sound.
Volleyball
Bump, Set,Spike!
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The Loggers congratulate
each other after a 3-0 win
against Linfield
< hris Putnam
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This year, Volleyball had an 18-6 regular season, overshadowing the
other northwest teams. Playing throughout the first semester, these girls
demonstrate a sound determination that sets them apart from other schools
and defines them as Loggers. The girls also got the chance to play in Red¬
lands, CA for their third straight year at the NCAA Division III Women’s
Volleyball Championship.
The team comes in for a cheer before their
game against Pacific, where they came out on
top with a 3-0 win.
f Sophomore Erika Green spikesthe ball into Linfield’s court whileStephanie Harvey and Bre Boycep watch at the ready.
Volleyball J11136
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Logger Baseball had a rainy season, Poets in March, and also benefited from
and showed great teamwork and pizzazz! a two-out grand slam by Will Mentor in
Graduating Senior Mark Rockey hit a March against the Whitworth Pirates,
record-tying 23rd career home run at a Way to run the bases Logger boys!
game in California against the Whittier
Baseball
Sports
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go loggers!
Sports
port OP tnc team
Over Spring Break, while most students were enjoying a break
from school and work, and spending their days leisurely, the Loggers
Softball team travelled down to Southern California to take on teams
from across the country at the Sun West Tournament. They played
eight games throughout the tournament, begining and ending with
wins, and came back home with two more wins to add to their current
5-15 record. They will continue to play through the end of April and
will hopefully bring home more victories!
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A player gets in the zone to hit
the ball in a home game.
(
Number 3, sophomore Anthea
Aasen slides into the plate in a
game
*116 f|Softball
One of our Loggers bunts the
ball and makes it to first base!
The team goofs off during
their annual Spring Break
trip to southern California
to play in the Sun West
Tournament.
\
i% 'iV The softball team sharestheir fun from their
California trip with goofy
hats.
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Mens &Womens
Tennis
In September of 2009, Joe Holland
was hired for the position of men’s tennis
coach. Upon being hired, Holland wanted
to help the program return to the top of
the conference standings. The men’s team
lost the first two matches of the season,
yet they went on to win back-to-back
matches in February. The season has not
been ideally successful, but the Logger
men are currently tied for sixth place in
the Northwest Conference, and they will
battle Pacific for the sixth and final spot
in the Conference tournament.
Much like the men, the women have
not had a winning season. They lost
their first five matches of the season. The
women traveled to Southern California
during Spring Break to play three non¬
conference matches. During their tour
the Logger women were 2-1. With only
two seniors graduating at the end of the
year, the Logger women can look forward
to success in seasons to come.
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CPS Men’sTennis TV '
Scooter Sabel returns a shot
during a winning doubles match
with teammate Ben Miller.
Madison Holtz serves to
her opponent during non¬
conference play in California.
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'Ashley Dombrow
A Lady Logger returns a
shot to her opponent during
a non-conference match in
California.
Freshman Mike Cutter
returns a shot during a
match against Whitman.
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The number one doubles team of
Sam Taylor and Madison Holtz,
congratulate during a winning
match.
) c.
UPSWw*e
Sam 1- inkleman goes in for
a shot near the net during a
home match in February.
Tennis j 119
Golf
Sports
The Puget Sound Loggers Golf California. The women’s golf team posted a
teams had a great season! Graduatingseniors 19-stroke victory over the Pacific Lutheran
this year in men’s golf includeJordan Hodge, Lutes in a women’s golf at Oakbrook Country
who took medalist honors at the Redlands Club in Lakewood, Wash. Logger golf is
Invitational at East Valley Golf Club in keeping it under par!
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Women’s
Lacrosse
Lacrosse girls got physical and California, and play a great match
fought hard to win this season! The to win against the Whittier Poets in
Logger ladies managed to defend their Whittier, California, and all in one
turf in their home opener, hold off month! Talk about March Madness!
the Occidental Tigers in Los Angeles,
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Logger Number 15 Anna
Gunderson
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Number 8 Rachel Ivancie
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After four years of gruelingacademia
the class of 2010isfinally free.Some
are off to graduate school, some 3
- f t'- - ''will travel around the world , and BMr’
others will begin working in the
‘real’ world. No matter the future
path of these Loggers, a new beginning is in store. For
each soon-to-be graduate thefollowingadivee may prove
helpful in future decisions, or life in general:
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed
by the things you didn’t do than by the ones you did. So
throw off the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor.
Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream.
Discover.”
Congratulations Class of 2010.!
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Congratulations
to the
Seniors of
2010
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ADAM SCHECHTER ALAINA OSBORN
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ALANA KAZAM ALEX COVERDALE
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ALEX LEAVITT ALEX MANN ALEXANDRA SZUMLAS ALEXSIS GREENWOOD ALI NIGHTINGALE
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ALISON MARKETTE AMANDA HART AMANDA HUE AMANDA TANIGUCHI AMBER ARNDT
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STASIA ENGEBRETSON ANDREW KITCHEL ANNA COURTNEY ANNAMARIA ORTENZO ASHLEIGH BOYD
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BAILEY DOUGLASS
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BECCA SNELL BERGEN MCCURDY BETSY KERSEY BONNIE DEGNER
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BRYAN SULLIVAN CAITLIN ODELL CAMERON PETRO-SAKUMA
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“ Life is not
measured by
the number
of breaths we
take, but by
the moments
that take our
breath away.”
“ Unknown
CARLY MCCLURE CHARMAINE MONK CHRISTINA ROY
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CHRISTINE CHAN CHRISTOPHER SANDE CLAIRE BUETOW CLAIRE BLY CLAIRE MASON
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DEVIN BLACK DOUGLAS COX ELA HAESSLER ELEANOR CROCE
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ELEANOR ROSS
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HALCYON ROBERTS HOLDEN SAPP
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JACK FITCH
l
JASON POWELL
JACKSON DAWSON
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JASON SCHUMACHER
JAMIE PYLES
JENNY SETBERT JENNY TATE
A
JOE COLON
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JOHN REEL
“Today was
good Today
was fun.
Tomorrow is
another one.”
-Dr. Seuss
JED HAFNER
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JEREMIAH ROOT JERRY VILLARREAL JESSICA SCARSELLA
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JONATHAN PERRY-MARX JOSH JOHNSON KA1TY CASSIO
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KALLIE WOLFER KARA KETCIIUM KAREN RICHARDS
KATE TRINH KATELYN STEARNS KATIE BARTON
KC HUIZINGA KELLYE EVANS KELSEY HETTMAN
KAT REED KATE STONE
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KATIE RADER
KERRY BURGOTT
KATIE SCRIVNER
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KENDRA IRINGAN KENDRA MILLER
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KIM SCHNEIDER KIRA WILPONE-JORDAN LAURA ZETTLER-MANN LAUREN MIDDLETON
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i i i:Go confidently in
the direction of your
dreams. Live the life you
have imagined/5 5
-Henry David Thoreau
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LIANA CAMPUS
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LINDSAY SCHERBER LINDSAY STRATTON LINDSEY FELL
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LIZZY MOSHER LUCY KRUESEL LUKE THEOFELIS MADDIE KREZOWSKI MADELINE BLUMGAR
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you nauc Drains in your ncaa.
you nauc PCCC in yoursnocs.
youcanscccr yourseLPany
aircccion you cnoosc."
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MAGGIE KARL MAGGIE TWEEDY*130 % Seniors
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MAL SPREEN MARC PHILLIPS
\ M%k i
MARGO ARCHEY
“ If you can
imagine it, you
can achieve
it; if you can
dream it, you
can become it.55
-William Arthur Ward
MATT BURRISMARLENE HILDMARK MAPLES
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MATT CLEVENGER MAUREEN WOLSBORN MICAH FILLINGER MICAH GREGORY MICHAEL GORDON
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MICHAEL RAMOS MIKEY PANNIER MILES MURPHY MISSY NEVILLE NAT SHEPARD
Seniors gm 1316
“ He has achieved
success who has
lived well laughed
often, and loved
much.”
-Bessie A. Stanley
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NORAH ATKINSON
i$SE
PHIL HUGHES
PAIGE REITZ PELE TORRES
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RAY RANDALL ROLLIE WILLIAMS SAM TAYLOR SAMANTHA CONWAY SARA MYERS
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SARAH MEISTER SEAN MCCOTTER
“ To give anything less
than your best is to
sacrifice the gift.”
“ Steve Prefontaine
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ZAC TEMPLETON
“Twenty years from now you
will be more disappointed by
the things you didn’t do than
by the ones you did do. So
throw off the bowlines. Sail
away from the safe harbor.
Catch the trade winds in
your sails. Explore. Dream.
Discover.”
-Mark Twain
Seniors mu 1S3
VHeather and Sean, Congratulations! The sky’s the
limit! Heather, we are confident that you will be the
best teacher. Sean, you have what it takes to be a
great sports reporter. Look out ESPN!
Oh the Places You’ll
Go! Congratulations
Sophie- we’re proud
of you. Love always,
Mom, Dad, Zach,
Corky, Bongo, and
Jackson.
m
Congratulations
Shannon!
Your hard work
has paid off.
We are so proud of
you!
Love, Dad, Mickey,
Grant and Lance
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For Ross, the youngest bright light of our family
The music of your life is still being composed.
And it will sound glorious. Play it with joy
We love you and are so proud of you. Mom & Dad.
*1M A Senior PDA Ads
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You’ve always been one
of a kind,
and now that you are
complete with an
enhanced mind,
we are hoping that
happiness comes your
way,
because you have
brought us that each
and every day.
CM
Congratulations
Tanner, we are
very proud of you
Love,
Dad, Mom and
Maddie
“ For I know the plans I
have for you,”
declares the Lord,
“ plans to prosper you
and not harm you,
plans to give you hope
and a future.”
Jeremiah 29:11
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We are so proud
of you and the
man you are
becoming.
Love Mom, Dad,
and Molleigh.
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Thank you for the great times
and memories.
You make your parents
and families proud!
Go Loggers!
*
Ever irrepressible.
Go for it, Claire!
We loveyou,
Dad, Mom, Luke,
Joel and Sam
u
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If one advances confidently in the direction of his
dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has
imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in
common hours. -Thoreau
Love, Dad, Mom and Max
Wow!Excellent
job. Your
attitude and
accomplishments
are not only a
source of pride
but also an
inspiration u.i i
Hang in there
and don’t forget
to keep us
posted
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We love you.
Mom and Dad;
4*
:cDo not go where the T«g?
path may lead;go JJW
Instead where there is Sr X
no path and leave a
trail” -Emerson
David, We are so
extremely proud
of you andyour
accomplishments!
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Fromyour days at
the Red Sneakers
School through
commencement at
UPS. Whereveryour
journey takesyou
know thatyou carry a
piece of us withyou.
Love, Mom, Brian,
Lauren &your
family.
Tour 6th grade
poem expressed
optimism &
determination,
desire to travel, live
long be happy.
XZ7
Now, a
knowledgeable
woman-20,000
miles traveled,
doing your best,
considerate &strong.
We’re so proud!
Love, Mom &Steve
_
L
%
Gotcha!
Congratulations Brad
ona jobwell done.
Love, Mom & Dad
Congratulations
Cameron.You are
the joy in our lives.
We are so proud
to celebrate your
college graduation.
God Bless You, Keep
your path & Smile.
•-
We love you very
much,
Mom, little Bro
Cody, Dad & Ohana
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Congratulations Adam on a job well done!
Life is an adventure so enjoy it!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Stu
History/Politics
Major, bookstore
mole, Habitat
volunteer, sports
& animal lover, ,
gamer, world
traveler, good
friend & sensitive |
soul. Once a
Logger... I
Mam,
W >
y
i
You
inspire us!
With love,
Dad,
Mom, and
Adrien
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'Adrianna Bodaghi (2010)
Congratulations!
Love, Mom and MO
Congratulations
Amanda and
Natasha!
Bom and raised
in Hilo,
One small, one tall
Once Waiakea
Warriors
Now UPS Loggers
Always and forever
Friends.
We love you,
The Ludwig
and
Taniguchi
families
COLE.... ,i
To our favorite ^^Sigma Chi son,
vho is almost off
our payroll!! rM
m
We know that you
will continue to
make a positive
difference in our
community and all
the lives you touch.
We love you,
Mom & Dad
Alex,
You’vegrown
^ from a littleJr 1 ** *1 “ squirt” toabeautiful
V. ^ young woman,r (L Congratulations
on your
graduation!
Love from
Granny and
Grampa,
Dawn,
Auntie Lee,
Mike,Katie,
and Cody.
n
V
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Congratulations Liz!
You make us very
proud. Your blessings
are many-live every
day wth care for
others, purpose in
your choices, and
know that you are
loved by many.
Our love
and support
always, Mom,
Dad, Molly,
Christi, M.J.,
Andy and
Melanie
r -
The wind
is at your
back. Sail
free and far.
We love
you,
Mom & Dad
A
Love, Mom,
Dad, and
Elana
Congratulations
David, and good
luck on your
next adventure!
A %
1
D- Thanks for
the laughs
and joy you
give to us all
GO LOGGERS!!
afi v
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J*Emily,We are so proud of you! For us, your greatest gifts your love that has filled our lives with meaning beyondall else, a love that has bestowed upon each day ourforemost reason for existence. Love, Mom and Dad.
Congratulations,
Erin!
We are so proud
of your
accomplishments.
-o v
Wehope your
experiences, friendships
& memories at Puget
Sound will last a
lifetime.Your future is I y
so bright.We love you!
Mom & Dad mm JM
Way to go
Andrew!
ongratulations on
your graduation
b.
We are so proud of
you- Love, Mom,
Dad, Kathy, Amy,
Diana, Jamie, and
Nick
z
nappy
craiLs
co you!
. Loucmorn.
aaa nacc.
yianna.
ana QDDU
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You have certainly made the most of your college
experience. We are so proud of you!
Set your sights high and you will accomplish anything
that you desire. A
Love, Mom, Dad & Hillary
Look whatyou've
become! The hardest
part is over. You made it!
Words can't express how
proud we are of your
accomplishments •V
i\
‘You're the brightest
part of our day,'
forever and ever.
/
f Me Ke Aloha,
Mom, Dad,
Kainoa, and
Grams
£
We always knew this
day would come, but
we can’t believe how
quickly it arrived.
We are so proud of i
the man you have
become and your
accomplishments at
Puget Sound. HL
Congratulations, Graehme. We love you!
Mom, Dad, Zach and Addison ...
and Hank and Cooper
Busca la sabidurfa, medita sobre ]as grandes pre-
guntas de la existence, rescata bs valores propios
del hombre, trabajo, esfuerzo y perseveranda
para llevar fielmente la mision humana
Tus papas
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Fromyour
first day of
preschool to
your graduation
day, you have
always made us
proud]apPiat£>al
Congratulations . CC 1KJ ( , I«S I N< - M *KatieW
Love,
Mom &Dad
* ^Kind, Effervescent!
Loving, Loveable.
Yippee!
You’re on your way.
I
A
Ift
We love
rou and we
are proud
ofyou
Yesterday,
today,
always.
Congratulations
John!
Momand Dad
\ J*
Katie, You can expect the unexpected
when they play— life’s song! May all yourunexpecteds be wonderful because you are! All
our love, Mom and Dad
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Kristin
We are SO proud-
can’t wait to see the
road you next choose.
New adventures-v await & everything
is possible. Be daring,
yet be conscious
of your klutzy
tendencies!
Loveyal
Mom, Dad,
Caflum &Anna
LoucLy Lauren.
An easy baby, a sweet child,
a world traveler and now a
college graduate! How time
flies! Congratulations! Love,
from Mom and Dad
i
*
To my lovely, vocally
talented Granddaughter -
You’re my first grandchild
through college, my favorite Congratulations!
singer and the best world Love, Opa .
traveler I know. \
i
<
<
Kim-
From the Pink
m Hat to the Mortar
v /er- w Board,
You Did It!
We are so proud
of you!
XOXOXOXO
Mom, Dad,
Aaron,Ashley,
Grandma &
Grandpa Garrett,
Grandma Winnie
and the rest of th
family!
i
I
Four years ago we let you go 1400 miles away, our little girl.
Look at you now! Such a beautiful woman with knowledge
and integrity. You can hold your head high if be proud of who
you are if know that there is nothing you can’t do. Life awaits!
We love you, your family.*144 f|Senior PDA Ads
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Laura,
You have grown
from our little
girl into a caring
and fine young woman and
have accomplished so much
with much more to come.
&
V
4
i
We are very proud of you.
Congratulations.... 1
Love,
Mom and Dad%
V5
-IS
%
V
*a i
Mal-Mal,
In the book of life,
the answers aren’t in
the back. But may
you always find love
in whatever you do
because you will always
have our love and
support. We are so
proud of you.
Love, Mom and Pat
1 '
Congratulations
on reaching a
age milestone in
your life!
X
-r- - \
We are extremely
proud of your
achievements and
amazed at how
you brought a bit
of the islands and
UPS together in
four years.
Love,
Mom and Dad
•%! 1
I.
* »V-mm
Lauren-
Keep turning
over stones and
dreaming of a
brighter future.
We are so proud
of you!
Mom, Dad, and
Julie.
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Dear Max,
Congratulations
on achieving
your Bachelor
of Theater Arts
degree.
We are very proud of
your diligence and
accomplishments
and wish you lots of
success
in the future .
Love, Mom and
Dad and Alex
marcy. you orea
compassionate
SOUL, uuc uuisn you
PuLPiLLmcnc on
your roaa ancaa.
do your Pest ana
tnriuei
Louo mom ana
aaa
S
$
_ f
u <n f
'1
f
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Reid, thanks to UPS
youhave experienced
a quality education;
studying in Spain:
interning at Inovus
Solar; great friendships;
traveling with your
buddies
Memories to be
cherished and
experiences that
make you the fine
young man that you
are.Love, Mom, Dad
and Christian
9
:4
‘m
Hey, Mattl Youve made us proud Who wouldn't be
proud of such a smart and handsome graduate-who als
happens to be a wonderful person? Were excited to set
your future unfold. Love, Mom and Dad
pecer,
It's ok to blow your own horn-you're a
graduate!
Congratulations, Dad, Mom,and Isaac
Dear Rollie, Another Graduation!
Congratulations, You have made
us very proud. You can step into
the future with great confidence
and the love of your family.
Mom, Dad and Marnie
I J
Co DC QLL cnoc
you con Dc... Gi
uucarcso
proud OP
you nacasnai
QLL our LOUC.
mom. dad
and ncrman
Beyond the Seas there is a town
in which, windows open to manifestation.
Beyond the Seas there is a town
Where, the Sun is as wide as the eyes of early-risers.
Beyond the Seas there is a town
One must build a boat.
You built yours, have no fear, SAIL AWAY,
Olangians
I
,/
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Well Done, Bowman!
You created a path, then bore down it bravely.
Nowyou can see your place of contribution in
the world, and next steps to get there.
This is a profound accomplishment, and we
honor it. You inspire us.
The family Leigh*-
fm
Since 87 uv gvn love wonder & amzmnt 4ever my big girl
Heart u past moon & stars
All the way to Heaven 4always
Keep up the strut, luv Grams
Proud & luv, Joe
We luv u & couldn't ask4a bttr oldr sis!
Juniors! Tell your parents to
order YOU a Senior "Public
Display of Affection" in next
years edition of Tamanawas.
Look for an order form letter
early next year.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all of the people who made this book possible and
to recognize the behind the scenes efforts that went
into this yearbook. First I would like to thank all of
the wonderful people in ASUPS.ToJames Luu and
Holden Sapp, for your support, to Chole Homer for
working through contract and payroll issues, toJoshPelz for coming to the rescue with tech help and to
Kristi Maplethorpe and Annamarie Ausnes for your
assistance with everything. I would also like to say
a huge thank you to Marta Palmquist Cady for her
unwavering support and dedication to the mediums
and students at Puget Sound. Photoservices I cannot
thank you enough for granting our every requests
even when we were a little late-and producing such
beautiful photographs.To the Media Heads who have
put so much work into their respective mediums and
provide a weekly support team.
This book would be nothing without our
dedicated staff! You have made something truly great.
Thank you for meeting tight deadlines, bringing your
personality to this book, letting me crowd your inbox
and being patient with computer issues.
Finally, to the amazing students of this
university, because without you we would have
nothing to document! Congratulations class of 2010!
All the best,
Maria Montzka
Editorin-Chief
mt
Thank you4 151
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The 86th volume of Tamanawas was edited by
Maria Montzka. It was sponsored by ASUPS, the
Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound,
and printed byWalsworth Publishing Company in
Marceline, Missouri.Tamanawas is paid for by the
Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound
and by revenue from the Senior PDA ads.
The press run of the 2010 Tamanawas was 750 copies
of 152 pages, 81/2” by n” size for spring delivery.The
paper stock is100# Crown Gloss.The cover is 120
point binders board, covered with White Linen cloth
stock, and printed in full color. The endsheets are
90# gloss white endsheet stock. All materials used
to produce the 2010 Tamanwas are from renewable
resources, and have been certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council as such. The book was created
on Apple computers using Adobe InDesign CS3
and Adobe Photoshop CS3. The type styles used
throughout the book were Baskerville, Dale, Hoefler,
GoodName, Appetite, and Chelsea. Photographs were
taken by Photo Services, a medium of ASUPS, and
managed by Grace Dyer. Greg Nissen and Andrew
Sheridan were Assistant Managers.
The opinions expressed in Tamanawas are not
necessarily those of the University of Puget Sound or
of the student body For further questions regarding
production, please contact the EditoiTn-Chief,
Tamanawas, 2304 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma,
Washington, 98416.
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